CODE VERIFICATION & DATA-READING SYSTEM
Easy to set up, easy to operate, easy to exchange.

STAND-ALONE SYSTEM
INCLUDES:
- SICK Lector 631 barcode scanner
- Appropriate cables
- Brake-out box
- Trigger photo with mounting
- Automated arm for mounting the scanner
- Light stack for visual and audible notification of no-reads
- Powered with 120V AC

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
- Verifying there is a good, readable code after print process
- Match-code in the scanner*
- Data output of code

*Match code is the comparison of two barcodes, making sure they are identical.

THE LECTOR63x
VARIANTS: FLEX
The all around reader with flexible optics in a compact housing.

» S-mount and C-mount
» 1.9 megapixel
» Intelligent filter design
» Exchangeable illumination
» 1D/2D codes